Trade update: The surplus on the trade account widened to R54.6bn in May,
ahead of expectations
Tuesday 30 June 2021
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The surplus on the merchandise trade account widened moderately to R54.6bn in May, from R51.25bn
(revised) in April. The outcome was notably above Bloomberg consensus expectations of a R49.6bn
surplus, supported by a 1.5% m/m lift in exports to R163.51bn, which outpaced imports of R108.91bn
(-0.9%m/m) .
Measured on an annual basis, May’s surplus is a marked improvement from the R15.06bn trade balance
surplus logged during the same period last year.
A review of the trade highlights released by SARS, suggests that the modest monthly pick-up in exports
was largely buoyed by vegetable products and vehicles and transport equipment as global auto demand
continues to recover. On the import side, while some categories of key imports grew over the period, a
notable decline in precious metals and stones largely drove the contraction on the import side.
May’s favourable reading is supported by the results from JP Morgan’s global manufacturing PMI survey,
which revealed that “new order growth accelerated to an 11-year high” in May. This despite persistent
supply side constraints and accelerating input costs. Furthermore, the outlook for the sector remains
favourable, “with manufacturers forecasting further increases in output over the next 12 months”.
Indeed, global growth is forecast to rise by 6.0% this year, according to the IMF supported in part by the
widespread vaccination drive and extensive fiscal support measures in advanced economies. Robust
commodity prices and increasing global demand should continue to buoy export growth.
However, while imports have been propped up by the rand and US dollar denominated oil price, domestic
consumption and investment activity remain relatively subdued. Moreover, according to results from the
May ABSA purchasing managers index, domestic purchasing managers “turned slightly less optimistic
about the trading environment going forward”, according to the BER. Heightened concerns over the third
wave could be driving this. A rapid, efficient vaccination rollout is imperative to boost confidence and
place SA on a sustainable growth path.

Figure 2: Global manufacturing PMI: new export orders
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